Over 500 Driving Instructors Now Registered On Choosy Learner
Choosy Learner, the quick and easy driving schools comparison site, have now
amassed over 500 registered driving instructors covering most of the UK - helping
learners find even better driving lesson deals.
November 16, 2009 (FPRC) -- There was massive interest from driving instructors and learners alike
when Choosy Learner launched their brand new website in February 2009. This was simply the
beginning! Over 500 different driving schools and driving instructors have already gone on to
register to provide quotes with their prices and services offered.
Thousands of learner drivers have already benefited from the Choosy Learner site - not only
receiving quotes for their new driving lessons and driving courses but also having free access to the
official DSA 'Show Me Tell Me' Questions for the driving test and tips on choosing the most suitable
driving schools and instructors.
All in all, Choosy Learner are fast becoming the authority and 'all sufficient' online location for the
learner driver. This is partly due to ever increasing pages of content including all sorts of hints and
tips to find great trainers, prepare for your test etc.
Alan Wilson (director of Choosy Learner Ltd) says 'We knew it would be a valuable resource for
learner drivers and driving schools but in this past few months there has been a real influx of driving
instructors using our service as our reputation has grown - which is so satisfying to see - effectively
others are saying 'we think it's great too!''.
Learners can use their site (www.choosylearner.com) completely free of charge - and their
instructors will get back to you at the next available opportunity, helping pupils potentially receive
great driving lesson savings.
Getting savings through using a free service - that can't be bad.
Contact Information
For more information contact Alan Wilson of Choosy Learner Ltd.
(http://https://www.choosylearner.com)
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